Noncredit

NONCREDIT GED / ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
LOCATED IN E3-100, PHONE: (323) 260-8174

ESL Courses

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Noncredit 040CE
WRITING/GRAMMAR/READING/VOCABULARY/LISTENING/SPEAKING I
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
8701 lec 8:00am-10:30am MTWTh HOSSAIN, U S E3 308

Evening Classes
8715 lec 6:50pm-9:20pm MTWTh WONG, J F E3 152

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Noncredit 041CE
WRITING/GRAMMAR/READING/VOCABULARY/LISTENING/SPEAKING II
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
8703 lec 8:00am-10:50am MTWTh MANALO, M A E3 152

Evening Classes
8704 lec 5:15pm-7:45pm MTWTh WONG, G E3 308

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Noncredit 042CE
WRITING/GRAMMAR/READING/VOCABULARY/LISTENING/SPEAKING III
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
#8705 lec 7:55am-10:25am MTWTh KOUPAI, K E8 101
#(8 Week Class - Starts 8/29/2016, Ends 10/21/2016)
8706 lec 8:00am-1:20pm F CHO, H E3 107

Evening Classes
8717 lec 6:00pm-7:15pm MTWTh PILLAY, P S E3 150

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Noncredit 043CE
WRITING/GRAMMAR/READING/VOCABULARY/LISTENING/SPEAKING IV
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
8707 lec 12:25pm-1:40pm MTWTh MANALO, M A E3 152
#8716 lec 12:10pm-2:45pm MTWTh CHUAH, C E3 107
#(8 Week Class - Starts 8/29/2016, Ends 10/21/2016)

Evening Classes
#8718 lec 6:50pm-9:20pm MTWTh CHUAH, C E3 559
#(8 Week Class - Starts 8/29/2016, Ends 10/21/2016)

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Noncredit 044CE
CONVERSATION
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
8710 lec 11:00am-12:15pm MTWTh MANALO, M A E3 152
8712 lec 10:45am-11:55am MTWTh KOUPAI, K E8 101
8714 lec 10:35am-12:00pm MTWTh BARNITT, L C E3 107
8716 lec 12:25pm-1:40pm MTWTh VILLACORTE, D A E3 107

Evening Classes
8718 lec 6:50pm-7:15pm MTWTh BARNITT, L C E3 308

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Noncredit 045CE
WORKPLACE ENGLISH
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
8719 lec 7:55pm-9:05pm MTWTh WONG, J F E3 308
8721 lec 5:30pm-6:40pm MTWTh WONG, J F E3 150

#8723 lec 6:50pm-9:20pm MTWTh STAFF E3 308
#(8 Week Class - Starts 10/24/2016, Ends 12/19/2016)

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Noncredit 046CE
WORKPLACE ENGLISH
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
8724 lec 10:35am-12:05pm MTWTh BERNHARD, G S E3 107

#8726 lec 1:45pm-3:10pm MTWTh VILLACORTE, D A E3 107
#8728 lec 7:25am-8:55am T Th VILLACORTE, D A E3 107

Academic Preparation

FIRST SESSION (8/29/16 – 10/21/16)

ACADEMIC PREPARATION 001CE
LANGUAGE ARTS: WRITING MECHANICS
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
8753 LEC 9:00am-10:30am M W VILLACORTE, D A E3 150
8755 LEC 12:25pm-1:55pm M W VILLACORTE, D A E3 150

Evening Classes
8752 lec 6:50pm-9:20pm MTWTh STAFF E3 559
#(8 Week Class - Starts 10/24/2016, Ends 12/18/2016)

ACADEMIC PREPARATION 002CE
LANGUAGE ARTS: WRITING ESSAYS
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
8756 LEC 6:50pm-8:20pm M W DENTINO, J E3 107

ACADEMIC PREPARATION 003CE
LANGUAGE ARTS: READING FICTION
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
8757 LEC 10:35am-12:05pm M W VILLACORTE, D A E3 150

ACADEMIC PREPARATION 005CE
LANGUAGE ARTS: READING NON-FICTION
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
8758 LEC 9:00am-10:25am T Th VILLACORTE, D A E3 150

ACADEMIC PREPARATION 011CE
MATHEMATICS: WHOLE NUMBERS AND DECIMALS
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
8759 LEC 9:00am-10:30am M W JOVEN, M L E3 107

Evening Classes
8760 LEC 5:30pm-6:55pm T Th BERNHARD, G S E3 107

ACADEMIC PREPARATION 012CE
MATHEMATICS: FRACTIONS
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
8761 LEC 10:35am-12:05pm M W VILLACORTE, D A E3 150

ACADEMIC PREPARATION 040CE
FOUNDATIONS: CRITICAL THINKING
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
8762 LEC 10:35am-12:00pm T Th VILLACORTE, D A E3 150

Evening Classes
8777 lec 8:10pm-9:40pm M W DENTINO, J E3 107
ELAC Fall 2016

• Green text color indicates added classes or corrections • Red Strikethrough indicates cancelled classes •

Academic Preparation

SECOND SESSION (10/24/16 – 12/16/16)

ACADEMIC PREPARATION 001CE
LANGUAGE ARTS: WRITING MECHANICS
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
8725 LEC 7:25am-8:50am M W VILLACORTE, D A E3 150

ACADEMIC PREPARATION 002CE
LANGUAGE ARTS: WRITING SENTENCES
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
8727 LEC 9:00am-10:25am M W VILLACORTE, D A E3 150
8734 LEC 12:25pm-1:50pm M W VILLACORTE, D A E3 150
Evening Classes
8762 LEC 5:00pm-6:25pm M W BARNITT, L C E3 107

ACADEMIC PREPARATION 003CE
LANGUAGE ARTS: WRITING ESSAYS
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
8754 LEC 8:55am-10:30am T Th VILLACORTE, D A E3 150
8766 LEC 10:35am-12:00pm M W VILLACORTE, D A E3 150

ACADEMIC PREPARATION 004CE
LANGUAGE ARTS: READING FICTION
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
8756 LEC 1:45pm-3:15pm T Th VILLACORTE, D A E3 150

ACADEMIC PREPARATION 005CE
LANGUAGE ARTS: READING NON-FICTION
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
8757 LEC 7:20am-8:50am T Th VILLACORTE, D A E3 150
Evening Classes
8787 LEC 6:35pm-8:00pm M W DENTINO, J E3 107

ACADEMIC PREPARATION 012CE
MATHEMATICS: FRACTIONS
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
8760 LEC 9:00am-10:25am M W JOVEN, M L E3 107

ACADEMIC PREPARATION 014CE
MATHEMATICS: RATIO, PROPORTION, AND PERCENT
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
8744 LEC 10:35am-12:00pm M W JOVEN, M L E3 107
Evening Classes
8773 LEC 5:30pm-7:00pm T Th BERNHARD, G S E3 107

ACADEMIC PREPARATION 041CE
FOUNDATIONS: STUDY SKILLS
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
8759 LEC 10:35am-12:10pm T Th VILLACORTE, D A E3 150
Evening Classes
8779 LEC 8:05pm-9:30pm M W DENTINO, J E3 107

Citizenship

CITIZENSHIP 050CE
CITIZENSHIP FOR IMMIGRANTS
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
8722 lec 9:30am-12:00pm S STAFF E3 107
& lec 1:00pm-3:30pm S STAFF E3 107
Evening Classes
8722 lec 7:30pm-8:50pm MTWTh PILLAY, P S E3 150

Vocational Education

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 096CE
BLUEPRINT FOR WORKPLACE SUCCESS
(NDA) 0.00 UNITS Rpt 9
Evening Classes
8783 lec 7:05pm-9:15pm T Th BERNHARD, G S E3 107
(8 Week Class - Starts 10/24/16, Ends 12/16/16)